ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Many real-world applications can be modeled as optimization problems [1] [2] . These problems may have many local optima and/or have no analytical form available. Traditional mathematical programming methods are not suitable for dealing with them. During the last two decades, many heuristic methods have been developed. Many of them such as simulated annealing [3] , tabu search [4] , and guided local search [5] are single point iteration based methods. The research work in the Evolutionary Computation and Particle Swarm Intelligence has demonstrated that a population-based search scheme often has some advantages over single-point based methods on efficiently utilizing computer memory and parallel computing process units. Therefore, a natural issue arises: how can a single point based heuristic be populationized? Mistunori and Ogura [6] , E-Abd and Kamel [7] and Blum and Roli [8] have made some attempts on this issue. GLS, proposed by Voudouris and Tsang in 1995 [5] , is a single point based meta-heuristic approach. It escapes from local optima by penalizing some bad solution features. GLS has been applied successfully to a number of optimization problems [5] . This paper proposes a populationbased guided local search (PGLS). In PGLS, several agents run the GLS and exchange information, learned from the previous search about the problem, with each other periodically for speeding up the search. Some preliminary experiments have been carried out to study the effectiveness of the proposed PGLS up the search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed PGLS is described in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 list the test instances and report experimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper.
PARALLEL GUIDED LOCAL SEARCH

Guided Local Search
Guided Local Search (GLS) is a very general strategy for guiding a local search algorithm to escape from local optima. In GLS, solution features are defined to distinguish between solutions with different characteristics, so that bad characteristics can be penalized and hopefully removed. The solution features depend on the problem and the local search. Features can be defined in a very natural way. For example, in the travelling salesman problem (TSP), a feature can be a link between two cities. When the search is trapped in a local optimum, GLS will use the following function as the objective function:
where sis a candidate solution and g(s) is the original objective to minimize, λ is a control parameter, I ranges over the features. p ୧ is the penalty for feature i. ) (s I i indicates whether or not solution s exhibits feature i:
All the i p are initialized to be 0. When the local search traps at a local optimum * s , GLS computes the utility function of penalizing feature i:
Where c ୧ is the cost for the feature i (in TSP, the cost for a feature is the distance for that feature), p ୧ is the current penalty value forfeature ୧ . GLS penalizes the feature with the highest utility value, i.e., increase its p ୧ value by 1. The LS will then continue with the new augmented objective function.
PGLS
In PGLS, several agents run GLS in a parallel way and exchange information periodically for speeding up the search. Different agents start their searches from different points in the solution space. PGLS (manager) records the best solution * x found so far to the problem under consideration by these agents. After every K penalizations, each agent conducts a crossover operator on * x and its current solution to generate a new solution and then performs its search 
Local Search
Following Voudris [9] , each real-valued variable in a continuous optimization problem is represented by a number of bits. Therefore, the flip bit mutation is used as a local search method. The local search moves from one solution to another by flipping the value of a bit in the solution. It starts from a random bit and then examines all the possible bits.
Crossover
In the crossover, 2n crossover sites are first randomly selected under the constraint that there are two crossover sites in each variable substring, and then 2 child solutions are generated by swapping along these sites. The child solution with lower original objective function value is returned as a new solution (Step 3.2.1).
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We have tested the above PGLS algorithm to minimize Rastriging function, Rosenbrock function, and Schwefel function. These three functions are: In our experiments, each real-valued variable is represented in 22 bits as in [9] . Therefore, each solution is represented in 22n bits when n is the number of variables.
The GLS used in our experiments is the same as in [9] . The number of agents=2. The value of K varies based on the problem as it is shown in Table 1 . The algorithm stops after each agent has done 100× K penalizations.
RESULTS
The obtained results show that the proposed cooperative method, PGLS, was the most effective algorithm of the two algorithms. It showed a good performance and produced good results for the lunched functions in every run. Table 1 shows the experimental results for the run algorithms 
CONCLUSIONS
A framework called PGLS for solving continuous optimization problems has been proposed. The idea is to build a cooperative learning environment through running a number of agents of GLS to efficiency explore the search space. After predetermined iterations the acquired information through the search is exchanged between the agents to speed up the search. The genetic crossover was exploited as an exchanging information operator between the agents. In order to allow different components (variables) from the continuous spaces to be selected we apply the crossover operation in each variable substring. Our experimental results on test continuous optimization problems show that our method is the most effective and performed better than the other mean of parallel -GLS: no coordination. Our future work is to expand the experiments with more number of agents and variables. Furthermore, theoretical analysis for the proposed algorithm should be conducted in order to study its convergence and computation time and thus to perform further improvement to the algorithm and subsequently make comparisons with others algorithms.
